Installation Instructions for Fuse Holder for Battery Charger

Material Required:
• Rework kit, Generac part no. 0J4170.

Tools Required:
• Screwdriver, flat blade (small).
• ¼" hex driver.
• ¼" hex wrench, socket or nut driver.
• Drill with ¼" chuck.

Procedure:
1. Mount the optional 5amp 600V fuse and holder in the transfer switch. Transfer switch will not have holes pre-drilled for the fuse holder. Select a location to mount the fuse holder away from live components and customer wiring near the bottom of the enclosure on subplate if provided. Use the self drilling screw provided. Remove all chips from drilling.

2. Connect one side of the fuse to terminal (T1) of the transfer switch using a spade lug. Transfer switches will have the spade lug attached to terminal T1.

3. Run the other side of the fuse holder (120VAC Hot) along with the neutral from the neutral lug to the generator.

4. Install 5A non-time delay fuse in fuse holder.